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Today's Interactions















Connected Conversations 
Review

Conversations are the foundation of 

everything. The stronger and deeper the 

conversations, the stronger and deeper the 

relationship. We can't have a deep 

relationship if we're only having shallow 

conversations.



VALUE THE RELATIONSHIP

WILLING 
COLLABORATION

SELF AWARENESS & 
MANAGEMENT TIMING

SAY IT

SEEK UNDERSTANDING

CONFIDENCE & HUMILITY

Connected Conversation: A meaningful exchange that increases understanding, 
while protecting and strengthening the relationship.







Conflict, at is core, is a COMMUNICATION problem. We 
tend to think of that as how we speak. Just for today, 

consider that it starts with how we listen – actively, non-
verbally signaling that you are interested in what the other 

person has to say, not just waiting for your turn to speak.

It's the HOW of inclusivity!











What was your top result?





1) Do you agree with the results of the 
assessment?

2) Were there any surprises in your results?

3) Do the results help explain how things 
have gone previously for you in conflict 
scenarios in the workplace?









What is your initial 
response to conflict?

 PassiveAggressive

   Assertive



Simon works as an engineer in a software firm and loves his job very 

much. He is hardworking and always on time at work. His co-worker 
Jimmy often comes late to work and tries to find loopholes, so he can do 

the least amount of work. Both work on the same project and report to 
the same supervisor.

The company has a policy that if an employee comes late to work, he 
has to meet with his supervisor before starting work. One day Jimmy 
came in 40 minutes late to work. Out of concern, Simon reminded 
Jimmy about the company policy, stressing he should meet his 
supervisor. Jimmy got angry and told Simon that their supervisor will 
never know he was late. Jimmy continues to come late for the next 
few days.

Upset with Jimmy's behavior, Simon decides not to talk to him. 

This is an interpersonal conflict between these co-workers.





Sana and Mike work in a cloud services firm. Sana is a part of the 

development team and writes code for cloud applications. Mike's work 
is dependent on Sana's because he tests the applications, which puts 
him in a different department.

 

Sana's performance is good, but most of the time she is unable to keep 
up with the timelines. This delay in her deliverables makes Mike work 
under pressure to finish his tasks on time. Due to this interdependence 

at the workplace, Mike gets upset with Sana when he doesn't receive 
the application code on time.

 

This is team-to-team conflict, since it shows a failure in one's 

accountability towards another.



 

Gigi works as a customer care executive in an online e-commerce firm. 

She responds to customer queries through phone and email. Gigi loves 

her job and tries to keep a high quality of service at work.

 

Ziara is the head of the customer care team and manages Gigi directly. 
Ziara insists her team members have a minimum turnaround time for 

customer queries and does not bother much with the quality of service. 

 

Gigi is upset with the working style of her manager, which sometimes 

results in heated arguments. Conflicts like these cause confusion and 

resentment.

 











•“Ann, you’re late again and you’re making 
me late for a meeting.”
•“When people are late, I feel frustrated 
because work is delayed and we have to 
take time to tell the late person what is 
happening.”
•“You wouldn’t talk to me, you just yelled, 
so you didn’t get what you wanted.”
•“When I don’t know what’s wrong, I get 
really worried about you and I don’t know 
how to help.”   

I-Messages Examples

Remember: Say what you observed, what you felt, what resulted.





Take time to think about what you want to achieve.1.

First, just think about your own responses.2.

Then, consider how the other person might respond.3.

Be honest with yourself

•What are you feeling?

•How important is this to you?

•What do you want the other person to understand about 

you and the issue or concern?

4.



















Eric and Jill are on the same 
team at work. A conflict 
arises between the two 
during a meeting with 
other staff.



>What did you observe? Type your 
answers in the chat.

>What would you do in this scenario?







Describe an example of "Cooperative 
Collaboration"

> Have  you ever seen this in your workplace? 
Have you ever experienced or promoted this 
type of scenario? What did it look like?
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